Alterations in the Choriocapillaris in Intermediate Age-Related Macular Degeneration
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Purpose. The purpose of this study was to compare the choriocapillaris plexus in eyes with intermediate AMD (iAMD), with or without neovascular AMD in the fellow eye, using optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA).

Methods. We collected data from 42 eyes with iAMD from 42 patients who had obtained OCTA. This cohort was divided into two subgroups according to the status of the fellow eye, yielding a group of 20 cases with bilateral intermediate AMD (bilateral iAMD group) and 22 cases with neovascular AMD in the fellow eye (unilateral iAMD group). An additional control group of 20 eyes from 20 healthy subjects was included for comparison. Main outcome measures were: (1) the percent of nondetectable perfused choriocapillaris area and (2) the average choriocapillaris signal void size.

Results. No differences in the percent of nondetectable perfused choriocapillaris area were found among the three groups (2.3 ± 1.4% in the unilateral iAMD group, 1.5 ± 0.9% in the bilateral iAMD group, and 1.7 ± 1.4% in the control group, respectively). The average choriocapillaris signal void size, however, was significantly increased in unilateral iAMD eyes (293.7 ± 71.2 μm²) compared to both bilateral iAMD (241.5 ± 51.6 μm², P = 0.031) and control (212.7 ± 48.6 μm², P = 0.001) eyes.

Conclusions. Intermediate AMD eyes of patients with neovascular AMD in the fellow eye have an increased average choriocapillaris signal void size compared to eyes without neovascular AMD in the fellow eye. If replicated in future studies, choriocapillaris signal void size may prove to be a useful parameter for evaluating eyes with AMD.
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AMD is the leading cause of irreversible central vision loss among older individuals in developed countries.1 Intermediate AMD (iAMD) is clinically characterized by the accumulation of drusen and can progress to the late form of AMD notable for choroidal (type 1 and 2) or retinal neovascularization (type 3) or geographic atrophy (GA).

AMD is a complex disease with multifactorial etiologies. Although many factors have been implicated in the pathogenesis and progression of this disorder,2–5 including inflammation, oxidative damage, aging, genetic predisposition, and environmental influences, there is strong evidence that AMD ultimately may be characterized by damage of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), Bruch’s membrane, and choriocapillaris (CC) complex.4–5 The dysfunction of this unit leads to the development of drusen between the RPE and Bruch’s membrane complex and progressive RPE and CC loss and photoreceptor atrophy.

Histopathologic abnormalities of the CC have been studied extensively in AMD eyes. The CC is a uniform meshwork of densely packed and interconnected capillaries, and the number of nonperfused capillary segments (called ghost vessels) has been shown to be increased in the presence of drusen.6–8 Furthermore, the choroid of iAMD eyes with neovascular AMD (nAMD) in the fellow eye was significantly thinner than that in healthy eyes, while the choroidal thickness of those patients with bilateral iAMD did not differ from control eyes.9 Given that the fellow eyes of patients with unilateral nAMD are known to be at a higher risk of late AMD,10,11 choroidopathy may play an important role in the development of choroidal neovascularization (CNV) or GA.

Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) has evolved into a useful imaging technology and has provided the capability to evaluate the retinal and anterior choroidal vascular circulations without the need for dye injection. In the OCTA CC scans, dark regions referred to as flow voids may alternate with granular bright areas, and this pattern may systematically change with age or myopia.12,13 The latter may represent CC flow, while the former may be secondary to CC dropout.14 It is important to note that the detectable flow range of OCTA is limited, and flows below the decorrelation threshold are indistinguishable from background noise and are thus undetectable.15 Considering this, CC flow voids have recently been renamed signal voids.16 With advanced image-processing software, quantification of the total number and the
total and average area of these CC signal voids is now possible.12

The main aim of this study was to explore quantitative differences in the CC of patients affected by iAMD, with or without nAMD in the fellow eye, using OCTA analysis.

METHODS

Study Participants

In this retrospective cohort study, subjects 50 years of age and older with iAMD17 in one eye and iAMD or nAMD in the fellow eye were identified from the medical records of a medical retinal practice (DS) at the UCLA Stein Eye institute. The study was approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board (IRB) and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

All patients were imaged with OCTA (RTVue XR Avanti AngioVue; Optovue, Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) between July 2014 and October 2016. An IRB-approved informed consent was obtained from all patients. Moreover, all patients received a complete ophthalmologic examination, which included the measurement of best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), IOP, and dilated fundus examination.

The inclusion criteria for iAMD eyes included having drusen >125 μm in diameter with or without pigmentary abnormalities as assessed by clinical examination and confirmed by dense volume OCT (pigment abnormalities on OCT manifesting as intraretinal hyperreflective features). Exclusion criteria for iAMD eyes were (1) presence of pseudodrusen on the OCT scan; (2) previous ocular surgery or history of antivascular VEGF therapy; (3) any maculopathy secondary to causes other than AMD (including presence of an epiretinal membrane or vitreomacular traction syndrome); (4) myopia greater than −3.00 diopters; and (5) any optic neuropathy, including glaucoma. Furthermore, we excluded poor-quality images with blood-flow signals. Two OCTA volume scans with orthogonal cross-section in the fast-scan axis to separate static tissue from dense volume OCT (pigment abnormalities on OCT manifesting as intraretinal hyperreflective features). Previous studies have investigated this threshold either in the foveal avascular zone22 or in the avascular outer retina.25 In brief, for each patient we first exported the 32-bit en face OCTA scan of the avascular outer retina (slab with an inner boundary located 70 μm below the inner plexiform layer and an outer boundary located 30 μm below the RPE reference). The avascular outer retina image was then imported into image analysis ImageJ software version 1.50 (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html; provided in the public domain by National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD),24 and the nonperfusion threshold was calculated as the mean of all the pixel values. This threshold was applied to the 32-bit en face CC OCTA scan imported into ImageJ.

The CC directly beneath drusen, as well as under superficial retinal vessels, was excluded from the analysis to avoid shadowing or projection artifacts confounding the analysis.25 To identify the drusen area, we used the RPE elevation map elaborated by the AngioVue software. This image was imported into ImageJ, and the Split Channels function was carried on to obtain the green channel image. In the latter image, the RPE elevation area appears darker then the surrounding area, as confirmed by two Doheny Eye Institute–certified graders (EB and AU). The MaxEntropy threshold was therefore applied to “binarize” the obtained image. The SCP en face OCTA image was segmented with an inner boundary 3 μm below the internal limiting membrane and an outer boundary set at 15 μm below the inner plexiform layer. Also, the 32-bit SCP image was opened in ImageJ, and the MaxEntropy threshold was applied to visualize only the greater superficial retinal vessels (causing shadowing and artifacts). The same two graders confirmed these observations (Fig. 1).

The three obtained thresholded images were then merged by means of image analysis GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) software (version 2.8.16; available at https://www.gimp.org) in order to allow analysis of the CC layer after identification and removal of the drusen and superficial vessel regions. The resultant image (Fig. 2) was then analyzed in Image J, and the following evaluations were performed: (1) the Analyze Particles command, which measured and counted all thresholded areas greater or equal to one pixel where there was a lack of flow information, furnished us the number, average, and maximum size of the signal voids and (2) the PNPCA, calculated as the number of pixels falling below the threshold (the total area of the signal voids) divided by the total number of pixels in the remaining analyzed area of CC, as follows:

$$PNPCA = \frac{\sum SV1 + SV2 + \ldots + SVn}{Total\ CC\ area - (Drusen\ area + SCP\ area)} \times 100$$

(1)

where SVS is the size of each signal void. The average CC signal void size was calculated as the sum of all the signal voids’ sizes divided by the total number of detected signal voids.

Finally, we evaluated the PNPCA in the 150-μm-wide ring around the drusen edge (Fig. 3). We used this peri-drusen ring because analysis of the CC directly beneath the drusen may be confounded by signal loss through the drusen.25 To obtain this ring, we used the Distance Map ImageJ function on the RPE elevation image already elaborated and binarized. This function provided delineation of a border 150 μm displaced from the drusen edge. Furthermore, the Distance Map function on the binarized image allowed delimiting those areas within 150 μm

Imaging

Patients underwent OCTA imaging using the RTVue XR Avanti spectral-domain OCT device with a light source at 840 nm, a bandwidth of 45 nm, and an A-scan rate of 70,000 scans per second. This device is equipped with the AngioVue software (version 2016.1.0.26; Optovue, Inc.,) which is based on a split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation angiography (SSADA) algorithm.19 A 3 × 3-mm cube centered in the fovea containing 304 × 304 A-scans was acquired. Each B-scan was repeated at each cross-section in the fast-scan axis to separate static tissue from blood-flow signals. Two OCTA volume scans with orthogonal fast-scan directions (horizontal and vertical) were acquired for each eye and then merged by the software to minimize motion artifact.20,21

Image Processing

The main outcome measures were (1) the percent non-detectable perfused CC area (PNPCA), which represents a measure of the total area of CC vascular dropout, and (2) the average CC signal void size.

In order to evaluate the PNPCA (Fig. 1), we tested the percentage of pixels in the CC en face image (slab 30-μm thick starting 31 μm posterior to the RPE reference) below a nonperfusion (noise-level) threshold. Previous studies have investigated this threshold either in the foveal avascular zone22 or in the avascular outer retina.25 In brief, for each patient we first exported the 32-bit en face OCTA scan of the avascular outer retina (slab with an inner boundary located 70 μm below the inner plexiform layer and an outer boundary located 30 μm below the RPE reference). The avascular outer retina image was then imported into image analysis ImageJ software version 1.50 (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html; provided in the public domain by National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD),24 and the nonperfusion threshold was calculated as the mean of all the pixel values. This threshold was applied to the 32-bit en face CC OCTA scan imported into ImageJ.

The CC directly beneath drusen, as well as under superficial retinal vessels, was excluded from the analysis to avoid shadowing or projection artifacts confounding the analysis.25 To identify the drusen area, we used the RPE elevation map elaborated by the AngioVue software. This image was imported into ImageJ, and the Split Channels function was carried on to obtain the green channel image. In the latter image, the RPE elevation area appears darker then the surrounding area, as confirmed by two Doheny Eye Institute–certified graders (EB and AU). The MaxEntropy threshold was therefore applied to “binarize” the obtained image. The SCP en face OCTA image was segmented with an inner boundary 3 μm below the internal limiting membrane and an outer boundary set at 15 μm below the inner plexiform layer. Also, the 32-bit SCP image was opened in ImageJ, and the MaxEntropy threshold was applied to visualize only the greater superficial retinal vessels (causing shadowing and artifacts). The same two graders confirmed these observations (Fig. 1).

The three obtained thresholded images were then merged by means of image analysis GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) software (version 2.8.16; available at https://www.gimp.org) in order to allow analysis of the CC layer after identification and removal of the drusen and superficial vessel regions. The resultant image (Fig. 2) was then analyzed in Image J, and the following evaluations were performed: (1) the Analyze Particles command, which measured and counted all thresholded areas greater or equal to one pixel where there was a lack of flow information, furnished us the number, average, and maximum size of the signal voids and (2) the PNPCA, calculated as the number of pixels falling below the threshold (the total area of the signal voids) divided by the total number of pixels in the remaining analyzed area of CC, as follows:

$$PNPCA = \frac{\sum SV1 + SV2 + \ldots + SVn}{Total\ CC\ area - (Drusen\ area + SCP\ area)} \times 100$$

(1)

where SVS is the size of each signal void. The average CC signal void size was calculated as the sum of all the signal voids’ sizes divided by the total number of detected signal voids.

Finally, we evaluated the PNPCA in the 150-μm-wide ring around the drusen edge (Fig. 3). We used this peri-drusen ring because analysis of the CC directly beneath the drusen may be confounded by signal loss through the drusen.25 To obtain this ring, we used the Distance Map ImageJ function on the RPE elevation image already elaborated and binarized. This function provided delineation of a border 150 μm displaced from the drusen edge. Furthermore, the Distance Map function on the binarized image allowed delimiting those areas within 150 μm
from the edge of all the drusen in the image (without any size limit) by excluding areas occupied by adjacent drusen.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical calculations were performed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (version 20.0; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). To detect departures from normality distribution, the Shapiro-Wilk’s test was performed for all variables. All quantitative variables were presented as media and standard deviation in the results and table. Continuous variables were compared by conducting a 1-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with Bonferroni post hoc test, by introducing age as covariate. Student’s t-test was used to compare the drusen area between the two iAMD groups. Pearson’s correlation was performed to evaluate the linear correlation among variables in patients with AMD.

**FIGURE 1.** Representation of the algorithm used to investigate the nondetectable perfused CC. To evaluate the percent nondetectable PNPCA, we tested the percentage of pixels (blue dots) in the CC en face image below a nonperfusion threshold, which was calculated as the mean of all the pixel values in the outer avascular retina. To identify and mask both the drusen (yellow) and the SCP vessel (red) areas, we used the RPE elevation map and the SCP en face OCTA images, which were thresholded and binarized. The three obtained thresholded images were then merged. Finally, the PNPCA was obtained by dividing the area below the threshold by the remaining area of CC.

**FIGURE 2.** Representative post-processed OCTA CC images. Representative OCTA 3 × 3-mm scans segmented at the CC plexus from a unilateral iAMD patient (left), a bilateral iAMD patient (middle), and a healthy control (right). The CC beneath drusen (yellow area) and superficial vessels (red area) was not investigated. The percent nondetectable PNPCA was obtained by dividing the area below the nonperfusion threshold (blue dots) by the remaining area of CC.
The drusen area was 1.1 ± 0.3 mm² in unilateral iAMD and 1.0 ± 0.4 mm² in bilateral iAMD (P = 0.297).

**Percent Nondetectable Perfused CC Area**

The whole PNPCA (Table; Fig. 4) was 2.3 ± 1.4% in the unilateral iAMD group (P = 0.714 in the comparison with healthy subjects, P = 0.295 in the comparison with bilateral iAMD patients, respectively); 1.5 ± 0.9% in the bilateral iAMD group (P = 1.0 in the comparison with the control group); and 1.7 ± 1.4% in the control group.

In the evaluation of the CC layer in the 150-μm-wide ring around the drusen edge, the PNPCA was significantly increased in unilateral iAMD eyes compared to control eyes (4.7 ± 4.9%, P = 0.018), but was not increased in the bilateral iAMD eyes (2.6 ± 1.9%, P = 1.0).

**Signal Void Analysis**

The average signal void size (Table; Fig. 4) was increased in those patients affected by unilateral iAMD (293.7 ± 71.2 μm²), compared with both control subjects (212.7 ± 48.6 μm², P = 0.001), and bilateral iAMD patients (241.5 ± 51.6 μm², P = 0.031).

Neither the number nor the maximum size of the CC signal void differed among the three groups (Table).

**Correlation Analysis**

The whole PNPCA did not correlate with age (R² = 0.246, P = 0.117), BCVA (R² = −0.215, P = 0.209), or drusen area (R² = 0.125, P = 0.432). The average signal void size did not show
any significant correlation with age ($R^2 = 0.119, P = 0.454$), BCVA ($R^2 = -0.290, P = 0.087$) or drusen area ($R^2 = -0.003, P = 0.995$).

**DISCUSSION**

In this cross-sectional study, we investigated CC features in iAMD eyes. Overall, we found an increased average CC signal void size in iAMD eyes with neovascular AMD in the fellow eye. Several approaches have been used to demonstrate that microvascular choroidal changes are associated with AMD.

Histopathologic studies have demonstrated that CC alterations are increased with age and the presence of drusen. Moreover, the CC dropout has been shown to present at various AMD stages. Since the CC relies on VEGF secretion by the RPE, the presence of drusen could impair this trophic-signaling process and lead to endothelial cell loss. Alternatively, a primary CC vascular loss, due to complement-mediated damage or other genetic and nongenetic factors, may lead to outer retinal layer dysfunction, with impaired removal of debris from Bruch’s membrane and RPE ischemia. McLeod et al. have extensively studied the causative relationship between outer retinal layer disruption and CC impairment. They analyzed the postmortem choroids from 11 subjects, including three age-matched controls, five GA subjects, and three nAMD subjects. In this study, the choroidal tissues were subsequently embedded in methacrylate and were sectioned in order to evaluate the structural changes. They observed that the CC could remain intact in some areas of GA despite apparent overlying RPE loss. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that the primary insult in GA appears to be at the level of the RPE, with presumed subsequent CC degeneration. In contrast, in nAMD eyes, they observed extensive CC loss (albeit in areas of CNV), despite an apparently intact RPE (at least structurally). The RPE in regions of vascular dropout is likely hypoxic, which may result in an increased VEGF production by the RPE and a consequent stimulation of the CNV growth.

In recent years, OCTA technology has been shown to be useful in studying both iAMD and nAMD eyes. The CC layer has been studied in nAMD eyes to better characterize CNV morphology. The retinal and choroidal vasculature in eyes with iAMD has been investigated, and recent studies demonstrated a reduced SCP and CC vessel density in iAMD eyes with nascent GA. Spaide has recently investigated the CC flow characteristics by means of OCTA. In this paper, the author showed that the relationship between the number and size of the signal voids followed the following formula (power law): log (number of signal voids) equals a scaling factor times the log (size of signal voids) plus a constant. Interestingly, this constant was shown to be influenced by age, hypertension, and a diagnosis of late AMD in the fellow eye. Furthermore, the total amount of CC vascular dropout recently has been demonstrated to be increased in presence of pseudodrusen.

In our study, the CC average signal void size in unilateral iAMD eyes was demonstrated to be significantly greater than compared with healthy eyes, while CC signal void size of bilateral iAMD eyes was not different versus healthy eyes. Moreover, we investigated the PNPCA in our cohort study. We evaluated the PNPCA instead of the total signal void area to account for the differences in area for the region of interest for each subject. The areas of the region of interest varied among subjects because it depended on how much area was excluded due to overlying drusen or superficial vessels. We showed that the PNPCA, while reduced in the presence of pseudodrusen in previous publications, was not statistically significantly different among the three groups in our study (which of course excluded pseudodrusen). This apparent discrepancy between PNPCA and signal void size suggests that there is an increase in the CC density in areas outside of the signal voids. The mechanism for this is uncertain (e.g., could this be a compensatory flow alteration?), but further evaluation of this may provide new insights into the pathogenesis of flow alterations over time. The latter finding of adjacent compensatory CC hypervascularity could be related to the RPE becoming hypoxic and producing VEGF, with consequent CC endothelial cell proliferation. Further studies could help shed light on the relationship on this point.
We also evaluated the CC in the 150-µm-wide ring around the drusen edge. The area around the drusen has also been studied by other investigators. Rogala et al. studied the retinal thickness both over drusen and at 150 µm from the drusen border and demonstrated that the retinal thickness is reduced in both these fields. The rationale evaluating the CC in the 150-µm-wide ring around the drusen edge is based on the concept that there is a strict topographic association between drusen appearance and CC dropout. Ideally, we would have evaluated the PNPCA directly below the drusen, but as previously noted, we were concerned about possible signal attenuation with SD-OCTA and hence we used the region immediately adjacent to the drusen as a surrogate. We observed that the PNPCA is reduced in this peri-drusen ring area, but only in the unilateral iAMD group. This additional characteristic also suggests there is increased CC alteration in these eyes.

Taking into consideration that the fellow iAMD eyes of patients with unilateral nAMD are known to be at a higher risk for development of late AMD, our results would seem to corroborate the presence of an ischemic choroidopathy that may predispose to the development of neovascularization and play an important role in the pathophysiology of late AMD. Alternatively, even though the effects on the fellow eye of intravitreal injections of anti-VEGF are still controversial, we are not able to exclude that these may explain, at least in part, the CC changes found in unilateral intermediate AMD eyes.

The main limitation of our study is the employment of a single time point for each patient. A prospective longitudinal evaluation of CC vessel density in intermediate AMD patients will shed further light on the role of the CC in late AMD development. Another limitation is inability to evaluate the CC beneath drusen. Nevertheless, it should be considered that CC OCTA images must be interpreted with caution owing to a variety of image artifacts in the presence of drusen. Thus, we felt the safer strategy was to look just at the drusen edge. However, the CC below the drusen and at the margin of drusen may differ. Future studies using swept-source OCTA, which uses a longer wavelength allowing for better RPE penetration and less signal-intensity roll off, should be considered to evaluate this possibility. Furthermore, another limitation is intrinsic to the OCTA device, which is not able to distinguish the absence of flow from that under the slowest detectable flow. A final limitation is that we did not specifically investigate the repeatability of our measurements. However, the repeatability for the PNPCA algorithm was reported previously and was shown to be excellent.

In conclusion, this study investigated the difference in CC flow deficit between healthy control subjects versus eyes with intermediate AMD in both eyes and intermediate AMD with nAMD in the fellow eye. In our study, patients with unilateral iAMD have an increased average CC signal void size compared to control healthy eyes. If replicated in future studies, CC signal void size may prove to be a useful parameter for evaluating eyes with AMD. CC measures may become a novel tool for monitoring the efficacy of novel therapeutic approaches to prevent the development of late AMD.
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